Directions to our office

**From Spartanburg**
Follow I-26 into Columbia. I-26 becomes I-126. Take the Elmwood Ave. exit. Follow Elmwood until it intersects with Bull St. Turn LEFT on Bull St. and proceed approximately six blocks to the Harden St. Extension. Turn RIGHT on the Harden St. Extension and go approximately 0.2 mile. Prisma Health Richland Hospital will be on your left.

**From Charleston**
Follow I-26 into Columbia. Take EXIT 108 designated as Columbia/126. I-26 becomes I-126. Take the Elmwood Ave. exit. Follow Elmwood until it intersects with Bull St. Turn LEFT on Bull St. and proceed approximately six blocks to the Harden St. Extension. Turn RIGHT on the Harden St. Ext. and go approximately 0.2 mile. Prisma Health Richland Hospital will be on your left.

**From Charlotte**
Follow I-77 into Columbia. Take EXIT 18 designated as Columbia/277. You will intersect with Harden St. Ext. at the first traffic light. Turn LEFT and go approximately 0.2 mile. Prisma Health Richland Hospital will be on your left.

**From Florence**
Follow I-20 into Columbia. Take Exit 73-A designated as Columbia/277. You will intersect with Harden St. Ext. at the first traffic light. Turn LEFT and go approximately 0.2 mile. Prisma Health Richland Hospital will be on your left.

**From Atlanta**
Follow I-20 East into Columbia. Turn RIGHT onto I-26 and merge left onto I-126. Take the Elmwood Ave. exit. Follow Elmwood until it intersects with Bull St. Turn LEFT on Bull St. and proceed approximately six blocks to the Harden St. Ext. Turn RIGHT on the Harden St. Ext. and go approximately 0.2 mile. Prisma Health Richland Hospital will be on your left.